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Mo-SPACES ARE /^-SPACES

By

Munehiko Ito

1. Introduction. The jw-spaces were introduced by K. Nagami [N]. A space

X is said to be a /i-spaceif X is embedded in the countable product of /vmet-

rizable paracompact spaces. The class of Ms-^-spaces is a harmonious class in

dimension theory and is a subclass of hereditary Mi-spaces (see [M] and [T]).

Especially every O-dimensional Ms-^-space has a cr-closurepreserving clopen base.

Heath and Junnila [HJ] called such a space an M0-space. Then, what spaces are

M3-spaces to be /^-spaces? There was no result on this question yet. In this

paper we shed some light on this question.

Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be regular Ti and all maps

are assumed to be continuous. The letter N denotes the positive integers.

2. Results.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be an Ma-space with a peripherally compact a-closure

preserving quasi-base. Then X is embedded in the countable product of Fa-metrizable

Mz-spaces and is therefore a u-sbace.

Proof. Let <B―l){<£n:nzN] be a peripherally compact (/-closurepreserving

closed quasi-base of X. Let ntN. To construct a space Mn, let us fix n. Let

V{x)=X-＼J{Bs&n'.x$B) and £= {ytX'.V(x)=V(y)}. Then by [J, Theorem 4.8],

there exists a ^/-discreteclosed refinement H~{J{Hm:meN} of {x :xzX}. By [0,

Lemma 3.2], there exist a metrizable space Z and a one-to-one onto map f:X-+Z

such that every f{Hm) is a discrete closed family and f(£}n)is a closure preserving

closed family. For B£$n, there exists a map W'B:f{B)->I such that W'-B＼Q))=

f(8B), because dB is compact, where dB denotes the boundary of B. Let WB '･X~>/

surh that

＼B{x)= W'Bof{x) if xtB; and

＼B(x)= 0 if x&B.
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Then ＼B is continuous. We define

gB :X-+ZxT by (/*(*)= (/(#), ＼B(x));

hB ･ gB(X) - Z by hB{f{x＼ WB{x))=f(x);

gn :X-+ II gB(x) by gK(x)= (gB(j?));

Mn=gn(x); and

;rB :Mn->gB(X) by xB((xB))= xB.

Note that hB＼gB^ and AbI^cx-b) are homeomorphisms.

Now, we show that Mn is an Fff-metrizableM3-space. It is obvious that Mn

is regular 7＼. To prove that MM is Fo-raetrizable,let HzM. Since J{ is a <;-

discrete closed cover of X, it is enough to show that fog'nl＼gnai^"-Qn{H)->f{H)is

homeomorphic. Obviously f°g7,1
9n(i/)

is a continuous one-to-one onto map. Let

Be^n, Uan open set of qB(H) and W=~~B＼U). Note that/°g-1|gB(i?)(PF)= /?B|ffB(H)(t/).

If Hr＼B=<p, then/ogr-1|ffre(//)(P;r)is open in/(//). Because hB＼gBax-B^is a homeo-

morphism and HaX―B. Let Hr＼B=t<f>. There exists xgX such that/fex. Then

x{＼B^(j>. From the definition of x, xczB. Hence HaB. vSincehB＼gBcB)is a homeo-

morphism, /°^1|ffncH)(PF')is open in f{H). Therefore f°gnl＼gnamis an open map

and is a homeomorphism. To show that Mn is an M8-space, let 'W be a a-discrete

closed quasi-base of Z. Then gn{Bn)Ugnof~＼cW) is a quasi-subbase of Mn, because

{gB(B)}{JgB°f-＼<W)is a quasi-subbase of gB(X). Obviously gn(&n)＼JQn°f-KtW)is a

^-closure preserving closed family. Therefore Mn is an M3-space.

Let g:X-^U Mn such that g(x)= (gn{x)). Then g is clearlyan embedding and
nS.V

the proof is completed.

Corollary 2.2. Let X be an M0-space. Then X is embedded in the countable

product of Ft-metrizable M0-spaces and is therefore a a-space.

Proof. In the above proof, replace / with {0, l}c/, and Z with a 0-dimen-

sional one (see TP, Theorem 21).

Corollary 2,3. Let X be a closed image of an Fa-metrizable M-6-space with

dimX=0. Then X is a /i-space.

Proof. Let X= U {Xn: hqN}, where each Xn is a closed Lasnev subspace.

Then each Xn has an M-structure,so by [M, Theorem 3.15],Xhas an M-structure.

By [M, Theorem 2.1],X is an M0-space. Therefore by the above corollary,X is

a fx-space.
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We do not know whether every perfect image of a /i-spaceis a //-space. This

problem has already been posed by K. Nagami [N]. Perhaps the following two

problems are some approach to this problem in the class of M3-spaces.

Problem 2.4. Is every closed image of an Fa~metrizableM3-space a fi-space?

Problem 2.5. Is every M3-fi-space embedded in the countable product of Fa-

metrizable M%-spaces ?

Corollary 2.6. Every M3-[i-space is a perfect image of a 0-dimensional M3-

u-space.

Proof. T. Mizokami [M] proved that every Ms-^-space is a perfect image of

an Mo-space. But by Corollary 2.2, every Afo-space is a ^-space.

An inner characterization of Ms-^-spaces is not obtained yet. So many proofs

on Ms-^-spaces have returned to the definitionand have been therefore complicated.

But for O-dimensional spaces, we have the following characterizations.

Theorem 2.7. For a 0-dimensional space X, the following statements are

mutually equivalent.

U)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(5)

X is an M3-/u-space.

X is an M0-space.

X is an M3-space with an M-structure {for the definition,see [M]).

X is a regularly stratifiablespace (for the definition,see [T]).

X is a strongly regularly stratifiablespace (for the definition,see [Tl)

Proof. (1)c=>(3) follows from [M, Theorem 4.5]. (3)i=>(2) follows from

[M, Theorem 2.1]. (2)i=>(1) follows from Corollary 2.2. (l)c=>{5) follows from

[T, Theorem 5.4]. (5)c=>(4) is trivial. (4)c=>(2) follows from [T, Corollary 6.3].

Problem 2.8. Find an inner characterization of M3-fx-spaces. Are M3-spaces

with an M-structure or regularly stratifiablespaces pt-spaces?
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